
Referee Coordinator Job Duties

1. Take the master schedule for our Gym from Stuart as soon as it came out and distributed 
it to all people interested in Refereeing. 

2. Have volunteers fill in the games they were willing to do and coordinate them from there.
a. It is hard for them to commit that far in advance so there were a lot of open 

spaces, but it was a start.
3. Send out E-mails early in the week for the next weekend’s games as a reminder and 

asking for help for the open slots. 
4. Make calls later in the week if spots were still open.

   
Notes:

1. Prioritize the experienced Referees to do the 7th and 8th boys games. 
a. I tried to get 2 adult experienced Referee for these. 

2. For the 7th and 8th girls and the 5th and 6th boys and girls I would use the high school 
kids with one adult. 

3. I did not work at all with the 3rd and 4th, that was left up to the coaches and 3rd 4th 
coordinator.

4. Raymond usually has a Referee clinic at the start of the season. 
5. Anyone that has not done any should attend this clinic.  It is pretty basic and goes over 

the mechanics of refereeing a two-man game and some of the rules.

Some of the kids that did it last year are:

 Tara Tilton

 Kyle Townson

 Aaron Dube

 Chelsea Cook

 Stuart Mitchell

Some of the adults that did it last year are:

 Stuart Mitchell

 Mike Koczera

 Ken Ryder -[patched]

 Bill Shaughnessy
 Kevin Dube

 Rob Porter

Pay for Referees
1. The NYA paid patched Referees $20 and non patched $10 a game. 

a. Encouraged the kids to take the money. The adults all wanted to donate there 
time.

2. Kevin Dube will do some Refereeing so you can keep him posted.

Email List:
Stuart Mitchell smitchell@whitcher.com

Rob Porter porternh@comcast.net

Paul Tilton pntkac@aol.com

Mike Koczera mrjckoczera@comcast.net mkoczera@lindt.com



Ken Ryder KRyder@safety.state.nh.us

Dave Townson Dave.Townson@unh.edu

Chelsea Cook soccerchelsgirl@aol.com

Bill Shaughnessy bill@northeastfinance.com


